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•What things in nature are 
favorite subjects of singers? SCRELE



Louis Armstrong

• He was an American trumpeter(小号手), 
composer, singer and  occasional actor 
who was one of the most influential 
figures in jazz. 

What a Wonderful World
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What a Wonderful World

•What message does this song convey? 
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David Attenborough 

• He is an English broadcaster and 
natural historian.  He is best known 
for writing and presenting, in 
conjunction with the BBC Natural 
History Unit. 
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What a Wonderful World

I see trees of green, red roses too
I see them bloom, for (1)___________
And I think to myself
What a wonderful world

I see skies of blue (and) (2)____________
(The) bright blessed days, (the) dark sacred (3)_____
And I think to myself
What a wonderful world

clouds of white

me and you

nightsSCRELE



The colors of the (4)_______

So pretty in the sky
Are also (5)____________

Of people going by
I see friends (6)_____________, saying how do you do 
They're really saying,(7) _________

I hear babies cry, I watch them(8)_______

They'll learn much more 

Than I'll ever know
And I think to myself
What a wonderful world

rainbow

on the faces

shaking hands

I love you

grow
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Viewing: Nature Makes You Happy

•What is the 
video about?

This Video is selected from a BBC 
program  'Planedt EarthⅡ' '
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[1BU3 Viewing] Study Course：the Connection between Food, Culture, and Society.mp4


Nature Makes You Happy

• Tick the effects that are mentioned in the boxes

reductions  in tiredness and 

low spirits. 

hope and sypmpathy

pride and gratitude amazement, wonder and 

awe

anxiety, boredom and 

disgust

reductions in stress

joy, contentment,  curiosity admiration and surprise

real huaman happiness serenity and inspiration
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reduction 

sympathy  
gratitude 

disgust  
awe  

serenity   inspiration  

减少 n.

同情n.

感激n.

敬畏，惊叹n.

平静n.
灵感n.

厌恶n. contentment  

满意n.

footage

片段n. 

sympathy  footage
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Food for thought 

1. According to the video, what effect will we feel if we spend 
time in nature?

2. What does the study of happiness reveal according to 
Professor Dacher Keltner?
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